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Executive Summary
A Financial
There have been numerous challenges facing the SCF during the first half of 2011.
On July 7th, the independent auditors, Ernest & Young, submitted the financial
statements for 2010. Although there was a notable performance improvement over
2009, the impairment of the hyperbaric chamber impacted negatively on the overall
result as outlined on the balance sheet for 2010.
The internally circulated profit & loss sheet for the first half of 2011 is also not
indicating much progress. However, the current cash flow problem is a consequence
of overdue receivables, because in some cases the nature and dive fees are still
outstanding for 2010. Therefore, the present statement is not reflecting the final
income generation of the foundation for these months. Hence, it is recommended
that a late fee system, as provided for in the Marine Environment Ordinance A.B.
1987, number 10, article 13, paragraph 5, be implemented. There should also be
incentives for businesses submitting their fees before the 10th of the following month.
There are further issues with regards to super yacht agents supposedly collecting the
nature fees for the SCF (fees for Motor Yacht A of Hamilton Yachts LTD, Bermuda, on
16th January 2011 and Mirabella V of Southampton, UK, on April 21st, 2011 have not
yet been received). Additionally, although treated as cash, it takes about a month for
foreign checks received to clear, which also impedes on the SCF cash flow. Thus, it
has to be decided if the SCF should continue to accept foreign checks.
On June 13th, the US Internal Revenue Service (IRS) sent a letter to the Friends of
the Saba Conservation Foundation (FSCF), notifying that the organization’s (501)(C)
(3) tax-exempt status has been revoked automatically, because it hasn’t filed for 3
years. We intend to reapply for the tax-exempt status, but means need to be found to
revive the FSCF and find a new representative in the United Sates.
B Staffing
Numerous staff shortages during the past year affected the operations of the
foundation. Besides Sue Hurrell’s approved prolonged leave of absence from
December 20th, 2010 to March 25th, 2011, there were a number of family
emergencies requiring staff to accompany their relatives for medical treatment
overseas for several weeks (e.g. Gia Robinson, May 30th to June 12th). With
permission from the Lieutenant Governor, James Johnson was sent to Colombia
on July 5th, to assist his wife’s sister during surgery and recovery and has up to
now not returned. On August 8th, the SCF received a doctor’s note from the Island
Government’s Personnel Office, informing that Mr. Johnson’s leave has been
sanctioned with full compensation.
This situation is unacceptable and has serious consequences on the capacity and
functioning of the SCF in fulfilling its mandate. Other staff have to take on the
responsibilities of the trail ranger, e.g. supervising community work and guiding
hikes, creating a void in their usual scope of work. The issue is being exacerbated
due to outstanding compensation for 25 workdays owed to Mr. Johnson for
supervising convicts, assigned by the Public Prosecutor to do community work on
weekends.
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Mr. Johnson applied for retirement when reaching 60 years of age on August 24th.
The Island Government approved the request, but the pension is not deemed
adequate, thus Mr. Johnson asked to continue working until the age of 65. It was
agreed that Mr. Johnson will be working as an employee of the SCF and his salary is
going to be subsidized by the Island Government, as of September 1st.
Furthermore, the deceased trail cleaner Robbert Newnam has not been replaced yet,
hence some of the prominent trails under the auspices of the SCF are in dire need of
maintenance. The trails serviced by Mr. Newnam were advertised locally and 2 bids
have been received for evaluation and approval by the Board. All other trail cleaning
contracts were renewed on April 4th, although there has not been any response by
the Island Government with regards to the request for a compensation increase.
Generally, due to sharply increased living costs on Saba, there is need to review
the salaries of all staff, especially the Ranger positions. Since Mrs. Evette Peterson’s
resignation as trail Shop Administrator in October of 2010, the position has not been
filled. However, a staff rotation system has proven workable, maintaining the usual
opening hours, with assistance of interns and volunteers, who have been assigned to
the Trail Shop. The savings from the elimination of that position could be utilized for
a modest salary increase for the rangers, pending performance appraisals.
C Infrastructure
C.1 Marine
The moorings in the marine park have been maintained regularly, but anchors are
still missing at Abraham’s Hole (David’s Drop Off red), Cove Bay and the barrels
at Diamond Rock (red) have to be replaced. It has been difficult to rely on the
assistance of volunteers in installing new mooring anchors, because of their lack of
experience and routine, it puts other divers and themselves at risk. A parks exchange
for the drilling of moorings as conducted in November of 2010 with the Nature
Foundation on St. Maarten is more feasible, but has to be planned well in advance
and requires outside funding.
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New Dock & Ramp at Fort Bay

Attempts were made with the large 1-ton lift bags owned by the foundation and
the assistance of Caribbean Explorer to relocate the old barrels, but the system is
outdated and doesn’t hold larger vessels anymore, which are dragging the barrels
across the sea floor. The Island Government promised assistance in placing new
cement blocks, but the project has not been forthcoming up to now.
The SCF patrol vessel “Lady Rebecca” has been serviced every 100 running hours
and is in good condition, except some electrical design problems (failing cable
connection of switches through the inaccessible hull of the boat to the engines,
leaking engine mount seals and corroded zinc bolts). The starboard side engine
cover was damaged by a former employee of Sea Saba during a docking maneuver,
but hasn’t been replaced or fixed yet. The cover of the engine suffered minor
damage and a replacement is not of any urgency. The new dock at Fort Bay harbor,
which was inaugurated on July 26th, utilizing the SCF patrol boat for a first test for
the new ramp, is ideal for our purposes.
The tourist office received an email from Mr. Richard van der Kraan, offering
assistance in acquiring an Dutch Navy vessel to be sunk as a wreck in Saban waters.
Mr. van der Kraan, stated that the Dutch Ministry of Defense (MoD) has to cut down
expenses in the total amount of 1 billion Euros. According to the plans of the MoD,
they are decommissioning planes, tanks and ships. Among the ships there is a large
old supply vessel called “Zuiderkruis”.

HNLMS Zuiderkruis

Because Mr. van der Kraan works for the MoD, he already contacted the department
responsible for disposing the Zuiderkruis and he found out that at this moment there
are no plans for the Zuiderkruis. The specs of the vessel are as follows:
Class and type:
Displacement:
Length:
Beam:
Speed:
Complement:

Auxiliary Replenishment Ship
16,900 tons
170 m
20 m
21 knots
170-190 (persons)
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The SCF sent a letter of support for the project to the tourist office on July 7th. The
Executive Council also expressed their full support in a letter to Mr. van Kraan on
July 24th.
A wreck/artificial reef has been on the wish list, particularly of the dive industry,
for a long time. Artificial reefs could be of great benefit to marine biodiversity, if
properly prepared and placed at a spot where reef-building organisms can’t usually
thrive (e.g. large sand patches or banks). In our discussions with the dive sector, we
already identified an ideal spot for sinking of a vessel. Furthermore, a new dive site
would divert diving pressure from the highly frequented dive sites like Tent Reef,
thereby avoiding the exceeding of carrying capacities and pose a new attraction for
Saba, greatly benefiting eco-tourism in general.
C.2 Hyperbaric Chamber
On April 24th, the parks manager met with Dr. Buchanan and 2 consultants from St.
Maarten at Fort Bay to assess the hyperbaric chamber and provide the consultants
with the necessary information, enabling them to compile a cost estimate for the
refurbishment of the chamber.
Correspondence from Dr. Joka Blaauboer, Director of the A.M. Edwards Medical
Centre, sent to the Executive Council on June 28th, was copied to the SCF and
circulated to all Board members, proposing that Dr. Buchanan functions as the Head
of the Chamber and since the hyperbaric chamber room is owned by the island
government, requested that the SCF relinquishes the use of the facilities.
C.3 Terrestrial
The old school bus, donated by the Island Government to the SCF, has been
refurbished and repainted. So far it has been utilized mainly to transport volunteers
and tools of the foundation. The batteries of the golf cart have to be replaced and the
manger’s truck is presently being used to transport dive gear and mooring supplies to
and from the boat. All vehicles of the foundation are serviced regularly and are in a
good working condition.
While there is a large supply of spare signage at
the Trail Shop and the Fort Bay office, there are still
a number of signs missing at various trails. In July,
two elderly women lost their way while trying to
reach the Sandy Cruz Trail from the Sulfur Mine
path, because there is no sign at the lower end of
the All Too Far Trail, indicating the direction.
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There are also signs missing on the upper end
of the Buds Mountain Trail (pole placed by
Broadreach) and both ends of the Tara Ground
Trail. Trail boxes were constructed to provide
additional safety to hikers by requesting to sign inand out when hiking a particular trail, providing
means to emergency responders in case of a
missing person. However, the boxes have not been
installed yet, although the system is functioning for
the Mount Scenery Trail at the Trail Shop.

Trail Sign on Mount Scenery

D Education
Since the beginning of 2011, Child Focus, as the principal sponsor, is supporting the
SCF after school programs with an additional Naf 2,000.00 per month for equipment
and supplies. However, because of the absence of sufficient manpower, the SCF
cannot provide transportation to and from the activity locations for the program
participants as preferred by Child Focus.
Overall both In School and After School programs are well received and well
attended (we have waiting lists for the after school programs), but some specific
challenges occur:
In School - The main challenge is the lack of teaching space at the school since the
only clear area, the computer room at the old Innovations Bureau, is now converted
to a computer classroom for the Saba Comprehensive School (SCS). So we are now
bringing the children to the Fort Bay Office, which does mean that instead of doing
only 2-3 mornings a month and being able to slip extra classes in easily, it now
takes the whole week working around the bus and library schedule. Having school
children in there for the week obviously disrupts the Fort Bay office operations.
Also, this coming school year we would like to include more of the SCS and not just
the Sacred Heart School, so we will be working with the SCS Principal in order to
hopefully find a solution for at least the older children.
With the coming school year, we have been working with other staff at the other
Dutch Caribbean parks in order to try to standardize a little of how and what we
teach.
After School - The year so far has, as reported, been difficult when faced with
logistical challenges around all the construction at the harbor. But going forward,
we hope with the coming change in the structure of the programs, we will be able
to accommodate more children and make good use of the new facilities at Cove
Bay. We will be starting two new Snorkel Club programs, in order to introduce more
children to the water and the Jr. Rangers will become Assistant Rangers who will be
expected to demonstrate skills and buddy up with a new student. The Jr. Sea Scout
program will discontinue for the year as we concentrate on Snorkel Club activities.
Our main challenges are, and have always been, a lack of volunteers and leaders
and generally a lack of staff time for all the activities we do.
E Research & Monitoring
The tropicbird surveys between March and May at Tent and the Great Level showed
that all nests were raided by predators, which might have a huge impact on the
future tropicbird, as well as shearwater populations on Saba, since this is likely to
be ongoing for many years. Natalie Collier, president of Environmental Protection in
the Caribbean (EPIC), based in St. Maarten, submitted a proposal for the control of
rats and feral cats on Saba (refer to attached pre-proposal) to the NFWF for funding.
Unfortunately, in May her proposal was declined. There is now widespread support,
including the Island Government, for the control of rats and feral cats and urgent
measures need to be taken to implement a predator control program on Saba.
SCF staff participated in monitoring courses during this year, but there are only
sporadic data collection exercises and no consistent research and monitoring
programs in place.
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It is anticipated that the situation is going to change with the setup of a joint
monitoring task force between the Dutch Caribbean partner organizations,
particularly St. Maarten and St. Eustatius, under the new initiative by the DCNA.
There is evidence that these programs work, as demonstrated by the joint bird
monitoring workshops and mooring drilling exchanges on St. Eustatius, Saba and St.
Maarten.

St. Maarten Drilling Exchange

There will be additional support by Dr. Adrian DelNevo, who is shifting his research
focus from terns to tropicbirds and shearwaters on Saba and St. Eustatius, thus he
will be visiting the island and supervise the monitoring activities frequently, starting
in October this year.
Additionally, there will be support by the RCN and IMARES, starting with fish catch
effort data collection, also this October.
Dr. Jennifer Rahn of Samford University in Birmingham, Alabama, US, is continuing
her beach research at Tent and Wells Bay four times a year. She is going to present
preliminary results of her research again during Sea & Learn in October. A recent
poster entitled “Beach and Coral Reef Interactions: Using Low Cost Survey
Equipment to Map and Monitor Coastal Subaerial and Nearshore Environments
for Responses to Sea Level Rise and Tropical Storms” by Dr. Rahn presented at The
Association of AMerican Geographers annual meeting can be found in appendix 1.
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Samford University Beach Monitoring at Tent

Monthly Progress Reports
January
1.1 Guadeloupe Symposium
From January 24th to 27th, the parks manager attended a Symposium on Marine
Protected Areas of the Caribbean 2011 and held a presentation on diving carrying
capacities of reefs and networking among the Dutch Caribbean nature organizations
during workshop 2: The management of anthropological pressures in protected
marine areas, session 2: Management of tourism pressures on day 3.
(Please refer to appendix 2).

February

Field Trip Guadeloupe Symposium

2.1 Saba Bank Fishermen’s Meeting
On February 3rd, a meeting with RCN officials Ton Ackerman, Peter van Baren, Paul
Hoetjes and Saba fishermen was held at the media room of the SCF offices in Fort
Bay, to introduce the upcoming establishment of the Saba Bank Management Unit.
The RCN team promised regular updates on the progress of the project. Fishermen
voiced their concern over unsustainable fishing practices taking place on the Saba
Bank, including the excessive amount of traps set, the lack of biodegradable trap
doors and resulting vast amount of ghost traps. It was reported that since designation
of the Saba Bank as a Particular Sensitive Sea Area (PSSA), there have been less
incidents of tankers anchoring on the bank and increased patrols by the Coast
Guard.
Based on the findings of the Saba Bank Expedition in November 2010, Paul Hoetjes
appealed to the fishermen not to fish the Red Hind grouper aggregation in the
upcoming season.
2.2 Hyperbaric Chamber Meeting at the Medical School
To establish an agreement between the SCF and the Saba School of Medicine for
the use of the school’s hyperbaric facility by the SCF, a meeting between the dean,
Dr. Jim Lewis, Ms. Lynn Costenaro of Sea Saba and the parks manager was held on
February 8th.
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Dr. Lewis stated that their chamber would only be available when a local physician
determines an emergent situation, causing significant damage to the patient if he/
she is not treated in a hyperbaric chamber. However, there is presently no call team
in place and no routine hyperbaric therapy available. It is highly unlikely that the
owner of the school will agree to a contract between the SCF and the school for the
use of the facility in dive emergencies, because of liability concerns, even though
the SCF still has liability insurance for that purpose. The upgrading of the facility
(second low pressure compressor) to meet DAN standards was also discussed. The
need to set up a meeting with all dive operators on Saba was emphasized. The dean
also informed the meeting that the school has no intention to close the school’s
chamber and that there are students willing to be part of the call team.
2.3 SCF Management Meeting
With the main purpose of discussing the hyperbaric chamber issue, a SCF
management meeting was held at Juliana’s Hotel on February 8th. The parks
manager presented the 2010 Statistics indicating an approved overall performance.
The hyperbaric chamber meeting with medical school was discussed and it was
proposed to schedule a meeting with dive operators ASAP.
Additionally, acceptance of responsibility for the Saba Bank Management Unit was
tabled.
The management committee stated that the SCF will not take on any enforcement
of legislation for the Saba Bank and that a formal, limited management contract,
including the terms of reference of the unit, between the RCN and the SCF has to be
set up. The parks manager explained the proposed management plan and the budget
for the unit. The committee was not in agreement with the proposed budget, which
should be revised, particularly with regards to fuel and boat maintenance costs, as
well as staffing.
Changes to the draft SCF Operational Manual were elaborated and it was decided to
present the manual for approval at the upcoming Board meeting.
The status of the SCF website was queried. The parks manager responded that
a structure has been outlined by the new webmaster, but that the site is still not
online.
2.4 Saba Bank Enforcement Meeting at Government Buildings
On February 11th, the parks manager was invited to a meeting at the government
offices to discuss enforcement of the new regulations for the Saba Bank with the
relevant agencies. The Coast Guard informed the meeting that all relevant parties
have been informed about the new no-anchoring rules. Marine patrols of the Saba
Bank will be 3 to 10 days a month, plus Dash 8 flight patrols on a regular basis.
Further items discussed were the lack of an oil spill plan and an oil spill coordinator
for Saba. Reference was made to he RAC/REMPEITC-Carib and the Caribbean MoU
on Port State Control, with regards to the responsibility for the implementation of oil
spill control protocols, but funding has so far not been forthcoming.
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Nevertheless, the coast guard is the focal point in any such incident and must be
informed immediately. It was also noted to place signs about legal lobster sizes in
the harbor.

2.5 Donation by William Froelich Foundation  
On February 15th, Ms. Beverly Hall, chairperson
of the philanthropic William Froelich Foundation,
presented a donation of $2,000.00 to SCF Parks
Manager, Kai Wulf, for the upgrade of the Trail
Shop in Windwardside. The William Froelich
Foundation is the philanthropic organization of
Saba’s former eccentric resident, “Bill” Froelich,
who lived on Saba for over 10 years, after sailing
the island’s waters for many more. He died on
March 20th, 2009, in Oxnard, California. Bill was
a wealthy investor, an avid pilot, gardener and
lover of nature. He was an inspiration to the Sea
& Learn program and generous supporter of other
non-profit organizations like the Saba Foundation
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (SFPCA)
and the SCF.

SCF Parks Manager, Kai Wulf & Ms.
Berverly Hall at the Pyramid House

2.6 Saba Tourism Strategic Plan
The parks manager attended a presentation on the Tourism Strategic Plan
2011 - 2014 for Saba on February 15th, at the Eugenius Community Center in
Windwardside. The SCF was an integral information source for the plan and the
consultants had several meetings with the SCF staff to learn about the SCF plans,
issues and concerns (please refer to appendix 3).
2.7 SCF Board Meeting
A SCF Board meeting was held at the recreational room at Juliana’s Hotel. on
February 15th, 2011 (please refer to minutes). Main outcome of the meeting were the
election of a new SCF Executive Board:
•
•
•

President: Mrs. Karen Hodge
Secretary: Mrs. Johanna van’t Hof
Treasurer: Mr. Michael Chammaa

It was further decided to discontinue the collection of the hyperbaric chamber fee as
of March 1st, 2011.
2.8 Installation of Weather Monitoring Gauges on Mount Scenery
To witness the changes and document the factors that influence the development
of a new cloud forest, a group of volunteers, lead by Canadian cartographer Paul
Illsley, with technical advise by Tom van’t Hof, on February 23rd, 2011, installed
a series of climate monitoring instruments (6 temperature loggers, a barometric
pressure gauge, rain collector, anemometer for wind speed and direction) in the
most significant areas on top of Mount Scenery. Illsley stated that “…this is really
an R&D project and intended to see if we can retrieve some usable data for the
summit area. My intention is really to determine if everything will work in this
type of environment and to see what type of data we can come away with. I was
particularly interested in seeing if there was a temperature variance between
different parts of the summit region.
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It will also be interesting to see if the wind logger withstands the high winds up
there, we might need to go with a solid state ultrasonic model…” The equipment
was kindly provided by Mr. Illsley. With the assistance from volunteers, the SCF staff
will upkeep the instruments and retrieve the data at least biannually. The results will
be made available to the scientific community.

Windvane on Mount Scenery Tower

2.9 DCNA Tropic Bird Monitoring Course
Identified as a key species as part of a new monitoring program to better determine
the health and changes of Saba terrestrial and marine environments, a tropicbird
monitoring course, organized and funded by the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance
(DCNA), was held from February 23rd to 26th on Saba, facilitated by the Saba
Conservation Foundation (SCF).

Tropicbird Monitoring Course
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On the first day, course director Dr. Adrian Del Nevo, bird specialist and CEO of
Applied Ecological Solutions Inc. in Kansas, USA, explained methods and protocols
of tropicbird monitoring to the 7 participants from the BES islands, followed by 2
days of field exercises, recording daily nest attendance patterns and bird counts.
The participants also learned the handling of adults, chicks and eggs, to better
understand their breeding biology, by taking measurements and tagging captured
specimen.

Two sites near Fort Bay at Tent and Great Level were targeted, where the groups
counted 63 and 39 birds respectively, flying above the colonies at the same time
during the peak hour between 3:00 and 4:00 PM. Examination of the nests, eggs
and chicks revealed that it was still early in the season, which possibly peaks in mid
March. The last day was spent with data analysis and report writing.

Dr. DelNevo counting Tropicbirds at Tent

Since relatively little is known about the biology and monitoring of Red Billed
Tropicbirds, the group, under the leadership of Dr. Del Nevo, will compile a
scientific paper, describing their findings of the workshop, for future reference to
other researchers.

March
3.1 Canadian Volunteers
The following report was received from Mr. Ken Rosu-Myles, coordinator for the
Canadian “Volunteer to Saba” group:
Start Quote:

“For the past 15 years groups of Canadian volunteers have been coming to Saba
to assist the Saba Conservation Foundation (SCF) to restore trails. With the help of
Trail Supervisor, James Johnson, we have been able to groom and rebuild the many
hiking trails on the island, thus attracting hikers from all over the world.
This year, as coordinator, I was able to organize 2 groups. The first group was led
by Ingrid Gerlofsma (12 – 18 March). They worked on Kelby’s Ridge, Parish (Paris)
Hill, and the Sandy Cruz, the North Coast and the Crispeen trails. A viewing spot
was opened up at Carla’s bench making it a great spot to stop and relax as it is now
a magnificent view of Diamond Rock. The Bud’s Mountain trail was also worked on
from the cistern up to Decision Point, the 2nd shelter on the Mount Scenery Trail.
From March 20th to April 3rd, group 2 worked on the North Coast Trail, Spring Bay,
Sandy Cruz and Parish (Paris) Hill trails building steps, brushing out and removing
loose rocks and debris. The group also opened up an ancient trail from the Bottom
Mountain Trail down through Terra Ground to the Crispeen Trail. A short cut to the
airport through Hells Gate was also cleared.
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I wish to thank this years volunteers Dave, Marilyn, John, Cheryl, Ron, Linda, Brian,
Nancy, Ingrid, Debbie, Judy, Keith, Elizabeth, John, Liz, Marilyn, Paul, Eman and
Goochy for joining us on the trails and for working so hard.
We are proud of all the work we have done over the past 15 years. Saba’s notoriety
and population has grown considerably due in part to the efforts of our trail builders.
We wish to thank James, Gia, and Kia of the SCF, along with the many islanders for
their kindness and support. They’ve made our stay on Saba a pleasant and grand
experience. I look forward to providing more groups of Canadian volunteers next
year.
Anyone interested in joining us can contact Ken Rosu-Myles at letsgotravelwithken@
yahoo.ca. Spaces are limited so act quickly. It will be an experience you’ll always
cherish and remember.
Ken Rosu-Myles,
Coordinator for Volunteers to Saba”
End quote.

Trail Shop Plaque Presentation

Sulphur Mine Trail Upgrading

Ross McLean, longtime Canadian volunteer to Saba compiled a collection of
memories from program participants since 1996, entitled “Volunteering in Paradise
- The Story of the Canadian Volunteer Trail Builders in Saba” and a download link
was posted on the SCF Facebook page and distributed to interested persons (see
appendix 4).
3.2 Plaque Presentation
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In memory of Canadian Volunteer, Mac McDaniel, who started the Canadian Trail
Maintenance Volunteer Program, which has been running since 1996, a plaque
was placed on the wall of the Trail Shop on April 6th. The event was well attended,
including Lieutenant Governor Jonathan Johnson.

3.3 Hyperbaric Chamber Meeting
A hyperbaric chamber meeting with the dive operators was held on March 18th, at
the Recreational Room of Juliana’s Hotel. The dive operators were informed about
the status quo resulting from the meeting with the medical school. Dive operators
asked for a joint statement to update all relevant parties that the chamber at Fort Bay
is not operational and that the chamber at the medical school is only available for
dive emergencies. It was further requested to set up a meeting with Dr. Blaauboer
of the A.M. Edward’s Medical Center, dive shop representatives, SCF Board
representatives and the parks manager, to find out about the present protocol for the
treatment of dive accidents. It was also seen necessary to check with the Divers Alert
Network (DAN), where the closest DAN certified chamber is located. Additionally
the dive operators asked for a profit and loss statement by the SCF outlining chamber
fees collected and expenditure to date.
3.4 DCNA Communication Expert Workshop Bonaire
The parks manager participated in a DCNA Communication Expert Workshop
in Bonaire from March 21st to 22nd. The meeting was joined by Robert Bolhuis
from Basis Communicatie, a Dutch company which was contracted to develop a
communication strategy for the DCNA communication work in the Netherlands.
Mr. Bolhuis presented their work to date, which included a so-called ‘road map’
(strategy), messages and activities. Subsequent online reviews resulted in the
following core message:
The Dutch Treasure Chest of Nature
There are 25 biodiversity hotspots on earth. These are natural treasure
chests, because it is here that species richness is highest. These areas are
therefore crucial to global energy resources, food chains as well as economic
development. And it is often precisely these areas that are the most at risk.
Of these 25 hotspots one can be found, in part, in the Netherlands: in the
Dutch Caribbean to be precise. The six tropical islands within our Kingdom
are home to hundreds of endangered species. Sometimes it is the only place
on earth where they can be found. It is the Dutch treasure chest of nature.
Our investment in the future.
On June 23rd, the “DCNA Roadmap Marketing & Communication” (see attachment)
was approved for implementation by Basis Communicatie, based on contractually
outlined phases, starting in August this year.
3.5 DCNA Executive Board Meeting
The DCNA Communication Epert Group workshop was followed by a DCNA
Executive Meeting on March 23rd (please refer to appendix 6).
3.6 Fort Bay Weather Station
A Davis Vantage Pro weather station, inherited from the deceased orchid expert, Dr.
Stewart Chipka was installed on the roof of the SCF offices in Fort Bay on March 31st.
The wireless station is connected to the SCF server, which streams the data to the
Weather Underground website in 5 minute intervals (internet connection provided).
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The station can be accessed at the following address: http://www.wunderground.
com/weatherstation/WXDailyHistory.asp?ID=ISABATHE2
The following parameters can be accessed: temperature, dew point, humidity, wind
speed, wind gust, wind direction, barometric pressure, precipitation, solar radiation
and UV index. Additionally, monthly and yearly reports in NOAA format are being
generated and the data is also uploaded via Automatic Packet Reporting System
(APRS) to the Citizen Weather Observer Program. The reports can be accessed via
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) from the SCF website in plain text format:
•
•
•

Climatological Summary Current Month: http://sabapark.org/weather/reports/
NOAAMO.TXT
Climatological Summary Past Month: http://sabapark.org/weather/reports/
NOAAPRMO.TXT
Annual Climatological Summary: http://sabapark.org/weather/reports/
NOAAYR.TXT

A sample file has been included in the annex. We intend to set up an additional
weather station in Windwardside. The installation of the weather stations and the
setup of 6 temperature gauges, anemometer, barometer and rain gauge on top
of Mount Scenery is part of a project to continue Stewart Chipka’s heritage in
collecting important data for orchid habitats, as well as to determine and record
climate impacts on the cloud forest.

Fort Bay Weather Station

3.7 Protocol for Dive Accidents
As a follow up on the action points derived from the hyperbaric chamber meeting,
on March 29th, SCF Board members, dive operators and Dr. Joka Blaauboer, Director
of the A.M. Edwards Medical Centre, met at the SCF offices to establish a protocol
for dive accidents, adapting to the situation at hand, that the SCF is no longer
operating the chamber at Fort Bay. Dr. Blaauboer was not aware of the purpose
of the meeting, but explained that it will take about another 5 years until the new
hospital facilities will be constructed and the Fort Bay chamber can be transferred
and refurbished. However, it needs to be publicized that there is presently no operating
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hyperbaric facility on Saba, but the chamber on St. Eustatius is functioning and the
spokesperson, Mr. Gerald Berkel, can be reached at phone # 0318-2211.

The dive operators stressed that a dive emergency plan and a dive accident protocol
flowchart is urgently needed.
Ms. Costenaro agreed to compile all the necessary contact information in that
regard. Dr. Blaauboer further explained that a 24/7-evacuation system is not yet
in place because of logistical problems (runway lights, weight problems etc.). A
helicopter evacuation protocol also needs to be established and Dr. Blaauboer
stated that it would take about 2 months for the protocol to be finalized. The dive
operators further questioned where oxygen could be obtained on the island. There
is a limited amount of oxygen still available at the SCF, but tanks can generally be
filled in St. Maarten.

April
4.1 Trail Cleaner’s Meeting
A Trail Cleaner’s Meeting was held at the Fort Bay office on April 1st, to discuss
the new contracts and the need to include additional trails in the system. The trail
cleaners voiced their dissatisfaction with the amount of compensation received for
the amount of work involved and requested an increase of money allocated. The
parks manager drafted a letter to the island government in that regard (appendix 7).
The new contracts were signed on April 4th.
4.2 Bus Driver’s License
In 2010, the SCF acquired an old school bus from the island government, which
was overhauled and repainted. The purpose of the bus is to provide transportation
of volunteers and children of the SCF after school programs. However, only James
Johnson was in possession of a valid bus driver’s license, hence the marine park
ranger and the parks manager also applied for a permit. The successful driving tests
took place on April 6th.
4.3 School Presentations
Due to lack of available classroom space at Sacred Heart School, Grades 2-6 now
come to the SCF offices in Fort Bay for their monthly nature presentations (4th - 8th
April). The SCF commenced this session with presentations on the first part of Sue
Hurrell’s trip. The presentations covered general geography of the islands and oceans
from Bonaire to the Galapagos islands with a more in depth coverage (including a
question and answer session) on the animals and birds encountered in Panama, Las
Perlas Islands and the Galapagos Islands.
Much interest was expressed by both teachers and children on the unique animals
and birds of the Galapagos Archipelago.
4.4 DCNA Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Course
From April 11th to 15th a DCNA sponsored GIS course was held on Saba. For the
use and understanding of ArcGIS Desktop, the most popular GIS software package,
Roy Huggins of GIS4C in Curacao, provided professional training for 5 persons at
the SCF Fort Bay media room. The purpose of the training workshop was to build
capacity of management staff at the SCF and other parks within the Dutch Caribbean
in GIS monitoring practices of key species, habitats and other relevant ecological
data, using ArcGIS software.
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On April 14th, Nathaniel Miller, Project Officer of the DCNA, taught the participants
in the use of Google Earth as a complementing tool in the establishment of a GIS for
the islands.
In order to manage the complex issues affecting natural habitats, park managers
often turn to technology for help in understanding and analyzing the resources and
environments of their protected areas. Practitioners and scientists are increasingly
using geographic information systems (GIS) to manage, map and analyze the
resources under their jurisdiction.
A geographic information system is a computer system capable of capturing, storing,
manipulating, analyzing and displaying data that describe the geography of a
particular place. A GIS offers a way to view, query, interpret, and visualize various
sorts of spatial data to reveal geographic relationships, patterns, and trends. Maps,
charts, and analytical reports can be derived from the data stored in a GIS as a
means of documenting and explaining spatial patterns and relationships to assist in
planning and decision-making processes.

Saba’s Main Seabird Nesting Sites

A GIS is not simply a computer system for making maps, although it can create
maps at different scales, in different projections, and with different colors. A GIS is
an analytical too. The major advantage of a GIS is that it allows the identification of
spatial relationships between map features.
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For example, the SCF is very interested in mapping the extend of the breeding
sites of Red-billed Tropicbirds on Saba, to determine what protection is needed to
sustain this internationally important seabird population. Following the Tropicbird
monitoring course earlier this year, SCF volunteer Michiel Boeken collected a
wealth of data, which not only shows the location of the nests, but also size and
weight of the adults, chicks and eggs, which can be added to the GIS.

Comparing the breeding success between the different colonies shows a big
predation problem at certain sites, especially at Great Level. Understanding it’s
proximity to the dump, accomodating a vast amount of feral cats and rats, triggers
the need for management intervention. The GIS will also allow us to evaluate
management success or failure by continued data collection and analysis over the
coming years.
GIS is a tool that can simplify and hasten geographic investigations. Like any tool,
GIS has no answers packed inside it. GIS maps are similar to static, printed maps,
except that you can interact with them.
You can pan and zoom an interactive map in which map layers turn on and off at
appropriate map scales.
You can also point to geographic objects in interactive maps to get more information
about the object and perform spatial queries and analysis. For example, you can
calculate the percentage of coral reefs in the No Take Areas of the SNMP or find all
the lionfish caught in a depth of up to 40 meters.
4.5 CARMABI Invasive Species Study
To get a better picture of the problem of invasive plant species on Saba, Dr. Bert
Lotz, Ir. Joost van der Burg and John de Freitas visited the island from April 15th

to 19th, to collect information on plant and animal vectors. James Johnson was
delegated to guide the group, which also met with the SCF parks manager on April
15th at the recreational room of Juliana’s Hotel. A preliminary list of invasive species
on Saba has been attached as appendix 8.
4.6 Biodiversity Monitoring Meeting Bonaire
On invitation by he Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture & Innovation (EL&I),
the parks manager attended a Workshop on Biodiversity Monitoring on Bonaire
from April 18th – 19th, to develop a Biodiversity Monitoring Program for the BES
islands. In cooperation with DCNA, participants from the other islands were also
invited, to ensure close coordination of the BES Monitoring Plan with Aruba,
Curacao and St. Maarten.
This workshop also provided important
information for the development of a
clearinghouse for biodiversity data for the
islands, commissioned by EL&I to IMARES
in the Netherlands, thus two experts
from IMARES were present to discuss the
(im-) possibilities and options for such a
database. Main outcome of the workshop
was a spreadsheet outlining the research
priorities for each island (appendix 9).
4.7 Earth Day Activities
Earth Day on April 23rd was celebrated this
year with SCF staff and interested children
cleaning the trail behind the Trail Shop
of all loose-leaf litter and picking up any
garbage thus uncovered.

Sea Scouts cleaning Banana Gut
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The morning ended with all the children recycling coffee cans to make plant pots
and then planting tree saplings for later planting on the Trails and vegetable seeds
which they could take home thus emphasizing a more sustainable living.
At Green Dump, adult volunteers dug and planted various plants to beautify the area
for the future.
4.8 Kadaster Re-measuring of Park Boundaries
Robert Boekhold of the Kadaster in St. Maarten visited the island on April 27th,
to re-measure the boundaries of the Thyssell property. Mr. Boekhold stated: “The
boundaries have been clearly shown to me by Bernard and James Johnson. I would
like you to request a formal resurvey of said land in writing by email to the Kadaster
(to me). You can mention that the boundaries have been made clear and shown to
me. I think I am ready to have it resurveyed in my next planned visit to Saba in June,
but a request have to be made.” A formal request to the Kadaster in that regard was
made on May 13th (refer to attached letter). The resurvey is at no cost to the SCF.

Mr. Boekhold in Discussion with neighbouring Land Owners

4.9 Saba Monitoring Priorities Meeting
As a follow up to the RCN monitoring workshop, local experts, including Mr. Tom
van’t Hof and Mr. James Johnson, met at the SCF office on April 28th, to refine the
list of research and monitoring priorities for Saba. The main monitoring activities to
be undertaken indicating overall environmental health, which were seen practical
within the present capacity of the SCF, identified were:
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•

Coral Reefs (SCF staff, task force from affiliated marine parks)

•

Tropicbirds (Michiel Boeken, Dr. Adrian DelNevo)

•

Audubon’s Shearwater (SCF staff, Dr. Adrian DelNevo, volunteers)

•

Cloud Forest (Tom van’t Hof, Paul Illsley, SCF staff)

•

Orchids (Mike Bechtold, SCF staff)

•

Beach Profiles (Dr. Jennifer Rahn, SCF staff)

•

Saba Black Iguana (added subsequently)

4.10 Meeting with Chief of Police
On April 29th, a meeting with the local Chief of Police, Mr. Sicco Zoel and Public
Relations Officer, William St. Hillaire, was held at the SCF office. Items discussed
were enforcement of the new Saba Bank regulations and SNMP rules. The officers
stressed their intention to cooperate closely with the SCF and schedule joint marine
patrols.

May
5.1 Reception by the Representative of the National Government
Upon invitation, SCF representatives participated in the first official reception by
the Rijksvertegenwoordiger, Mr. Stolte, at Queen’s Gardens Resort, on May 3rd. Mr.
Stolte showed much interest in the SCF and promised regular inspections of the
parks, whenever on island. He subsequently visited the SCF offices in Fort Bay on
July 20th for a meeting with the parks manager, to get an understanding of the SCF
activities, issues and concerns.
It is understood that Mr. Stolte has direct contact to the Queen and he will update
her on the status and his impressions of the SCF.
ROV Maintenance & Repair
With the help of volunteer Steven Babin and
others, in view of the upcoming Saba Bank
expedition scheduled for the second week
of October, the Remote Operated Vehicle
(ROV), a tethered, unmanned small submarine
bought for the Saba Bank project in 2007, was
serviced and tested in the pool at Tropics Café
from May 6th to 7th. The complex system is
functioning well, except the grip arm, which is
irresponsive and in need of repair. Furthermore,
based on reports of large amount of big lionfish
caught in redfish traps, it is envisioned to
utilize the ROV to conduct surveys in depths
up to 300 meters around the island and on the
Saba Bank, which divers cannot reach. A small
movie about the test run was produced and
published on YouTube and Facebook.
5.2 Coastguard Fishermen Presentation

ROV Test at Tropics Café

Mr. Rudy Beaujon, Staff Officer Shipping and Maritime Affairs, requested a meeting
with the Saba fishermen on May 12th, at the SCF media room in Fort Bay, to give a
presentation about the activities of the coastguard, in response to questions by the
fishermen and concerns raised about illegal fishing in local waters by non-residents.
Unfortunately, because of time constrains, there was a very low turn out, but a
fruitful discussion for better cooperation between the coast guard and the SCF
was held. The AIS system installed at the SCF Fort Bay office was explained and
difficulties in enforcing the new Saba Bank regulations were elaborated.
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It was reported that since October 10th, 2010, there was a drastic decline in vessels
anchoring on the Saba Bank and no reports for 2011 so far.
5.3 Molly Moran Internship
The SCF accepted an internship for Ms. Molly Moran from the Saint Michael’s
College, Colchester, VT, USA, from 18th, May to 1st July. The parks manager signed a
supervisor agreement with the school to facilitate the practicum. Ms. Moran’s thesis
was to establish that healthy predator populations limit the spread of the invasive
lionfish and to compare collected lionfish data between Saba and Bonaire. It is
interesting to note that after the thesis was outlined by the SCF, in July an article
appeared in the Daily Herald, quoting Mark Vermeij from CARMABI in Curacao,
confirming lionfish found in the stomach of large groupers. However, there has
been a gradual increase in numbers, sizes and weight of lionfish caught in Saban
waters (see attached lionfish capture reports). Particularly the fishermen complain
about large numbers of large specimens caught in their traps on the Saba Bank, but
most of them a thrown over board and only a few have been brought to the SCF for
recording. Ms. Moran’s final report can be found in appendix 10.

Saba Marine Park Lionfish Progression to July 2011

Stomach contents:
Juvenile Yellowhead Wrasse
Wrasse Bass
Peppermint Bass
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27cm lionfish caught by Saba Deep on 29 July

5.4 Lionfish Capture Reports (appendix 11)
Date

Location

16-‐Jul-‐10 Man	
  of	
  War
28-‐Sep-‐10 Ladder	
  Lab
9-‐Oct-‐10 Lady	
  Carolina	
  Mooring
11-‐Oct-‐10 Green	
  Island
21-‐Oct-‐10 Diamond	
  Rock
2-‐Nov-‐10 Babylon
17-‐Nov-‐10 Saba	
  Bank
26-‐Nov-‐10 Saba	
  Bank
26-‐Nov-‐10 Hot	
  Springs
8-‐Dec-‐10 Diamond	
  Rock
5-‐Jan-‐11 Customs	
  House
10-‐Jan-‐11 Barrels	
  of	
  Diamond	
  Rock
19-‐Jan-‐11 Barrels	
  of	
  Diamond	
  Rock
10-‐Feb-‐11 Man	
  of	
  War
18-‐Feb-‐11 Dawn	
  2	
  Mooring
18-‐Feb-‐11 Dawn	
  2	
  Mooring
18-‐Feb-‐11 Dawn	
  2	
  Mooring
18-‐May-‐11 Tent	
  Reef
30-‐May-‐11 Hot	
  Springs
4-‐Jun-‐11 Customs	
  House
9-‐Jun-‐11 Babylon
10-‐Jun-‐11 Tent	
  Reef
14-‐Jun-‐11 Hot	
  Springs
14-‐Jun-‐11 Saba	
  Bank
23-‐Jun-‐11 Wells	
  Bay
24-‐Jun-‐11 Saba	
  Bank
26-‐Jun-‐11 Tent	
  Reef
24-‐Jul-‐11 Hot	
  Springs
24-‐Jul-‐11 Third	
  Encounter
26-‐Jul-‐11 Diamond	
  Rock	
  
28-‐Jul-‐11 Tent	
  Reef	
  Wall
28-‐Jul-‐11 Tent	
  Reef	
  Deep
29-‐Jul-‐11 Hot	
  Springs
29-‐Jul-‐11 Third	
  Encounter	
  Red
29-‐Jul-‐11 Tent	
  Reef
4-‐Aug-‐11 Man	
  of	
  War

Sighting

Saba	
  Deep
Saba	
  Divers
Ryan	
  Hassell
Saba	
  Divers
Caribbean	
  Explorer
Sea	
  Saba
Fishermen
Fishermen
Saba	
  Deep
Sea	
  Saba
Sea	
  Saba
SCF
SCF
Saba	
  Deep
Sea	
  Saba
Sea	
  Saba
Sea	
  Saba
Saba	
  Divers
Saba	
  Deep
Sea	
  Saba
Saba	
  Divers
Sea	
  Saba
SCF
Left	
  on	
  dock
SCF
Fishermen
Sea	
  Saba
Sea	
  Saba
Saba	
  Deep
Sea	
  Saba
Saba	
  Divers
Saba	
  Divers
Saba	
  Deep
Sea	
  Saba
Sea	
  Saba

Depth (m) Size (cm)

20.72
7.62
16.15
12.00
20.00
15.00

10.16
15.00
16.51
12.56
15.00
20.00
15.00

23.00
25.00
39.01
39.00
21.00
35.50
35.50
35.50
13.72
19.81
28.	
  04
15.00
13.72
12.80

25.40
11.50

15.00
13.00
15.84
33.53
20.00
19.00
22.86
20.00
33.53
17.38
20.00

Weight (g)

8.50
17.60
14.60
17.00
20.00
7.80
5.50
8.89

28.6
63.8
48.2
76.4

93.6

5
59.86
38.46
47.56
108.6
4
4.3
4

24.30
7.80
19.05
12.50
4.00
15.00
11.00
11.50

112
11
70.09
2.	
  1
81.6
31.2
19.6

11.00
27.00
8.00
22.50

13.5
250
12.2
159.5

Up to August 4th, 2011, there was a total of 36 lionfish caught. However, as of
August, almost every day there have been reports of steadily larger specimens at
different sites around the island, including the pinnacles, and it is feared that the
lionfish population around Saba is about to explode as experienced by other islands.
5.5 Day of Biodiversity Hike
Extensive preparations were made for a Nature Treasure Hunt to celebrate the
International Day of Biodiversity on May 21st.
A field guide (appendix 12) was produced for that event and invitations were sent
out, but the activity had to be cancelled because of unfavorable weather.
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5.6 DCNA Board Meeting St. Eustatius
The parks manager attended an Executive- and a Quarterly DCNA Board meeting on
St. Eustatius from May 23rd to 26th.
He gave a presentation on the status quo of the SCF, pertaining to its financial
performance, relevant legislation: adequacy and enforcement, spatial planning:
boundary and tenure issues (Thissell case), other concerns and successes to date.
Main action points and decision resulting from the board meeting were:
Day 1 (24 May 2011):
1. Lobbying on behalf of the DCNA by Vogelbescherming: decision to be made
on day 2.
2. Postcode Lottery Special Project selection criteria: agree on one project
before requesting proposals.
3. An online link to Willem Moussie raw video footage to be sent to all parks.
4. Bird guides/ID cards are still necessary for all parks.
5. Bird monitoring data from all parks to be submitted to Vogelbescherming.
6. BEST Project (see IVN visit to Saba): participation by DCNA to be decided.
Day 2 (25 May 2011)
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1. Jimmy Meyer’s was reelected unanimously as a Board Member, pending
approval by the Arikok National Park Board.
2. Luis Santine was reelected unanimously as chair of the DCNA Board.
3. Bios about potential/perspective new Board candidates to be circulated to
the Board for evaluation and potential invitation for next meeting: e.g. Ron…
and Ron van der Ver (financial expert, cooperate government, lobbyist, well
connected, based in Paris).
4. Unspent 2010 communication funds in the amount of US$ 25,000 (Postcode
Lottery adjustments) will be rolled over to 2011.
5. US$ 7,500 unspent by St. Maarten Nature Foundation will be transferred to
the Trust Fund.
6. Overspending for budget line “Audit” was approved by the Board.
7. Reallocation by Secretariat within the budget lines G1, G2, G3, G4 was
approved by the Board.
8. The Board delegated the secretariat to determine action points derived from
expert workshops reports, to be circulated within 2 weeks.
9. The Board approved that Vogelbescherming will represent the DCNA through
the “Green Eleven”, until a PR plan has been developed or revisiting of the
agreement is necessary.
10. Secretariat to send a letter to SCF Board regarding the operating of a
hyperbaric chamber by the park.
11. Cooperate message and slogan by Basis Communicatie was approved.
12. Secretariat and Communications Expert Group to continue with the
implementation of the communications road map. Milestones will be
communicated to the Board in the meantime.

13. It was decided that the 2011 Postcode Lottery Special Project to be submitted
by the DCNA will be an interisland “Kids for Nature” educational project.
The application is to be coordinated by the Secretariat. The islands have to
submit after school activity project materials to the secretariat within 2 weeks.
The DCNA will negotiate with IVN for a potential partnership covering either
the full extend of the DCNA requirement or a 50/50 split.
14. The Board approved the payment of the additional bill of US$ 23,000.00 to
Ernest & Young.
15. The Board approved that the unpaid loans remain in the books for up to 5
years.
The final, detailed Board report has not been completed and will be circulated when
available.
5.7 SCF Board – RCN: Saba Bank Management Unit Meeting
During the DCNA Board meeting on St. Eustatius, extracurricular meetings were
held with RCN officials Ton Ackerman, Hayo Hanstraa and Paul Hoetjes for the
coordination of the planned Saba Bank Management Unit. The parks manager
informed the officials that the SCF Board has already discussed a potential
involvement, but some preconditions have to be met, e.g. a management contract
outlining the terms of reference and responsibilities of the SCF needs to be drafted
and approved by the SCF Board.
In response, Mr. Haanstra agreed to meet with the SCF Board in Saba on May 26th,
to explain the project and discuss the possible role of the SCF.
5.8 IVN/SCF Educational Program Cooperation
As a follow up of the DCNA Educational workshop in October last year, when it
was suggested to use the scenario of Saba as a pilot project for the new partnership
between the IVN and the DCNA, Thea Peters of the Dutch Parks Educational
Organization IVN visited Saba from May 28th to 31st, regarding the set up of
“Gastheerschap” (HOST project) training programs for staff at hotels, tourism and
dive centers.
Meetings were held between Thea Peters (IVN) and all interested parties with the
end result being an interim report (appendix 13) with suggestions on how this
training course may be facilitated by the SCF.

June
6.1 ‘Raad Onderwijs en Arbeidsmarkt”
A meeting was held at the Government Administration Building on June 7th where
all relevant business owners and NGO’s were invited to attend a presentation of
Plan ROA Saba. This plan involves the new technical departments of the Saba
Comprehensive School and explores the possibilities of apprenticeships and
internships with matched companies for all participating students.
Input was sought by the planning body of ROA and a general timeline was presented
for the proposed implementation of the plan.
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6.2 Proposed “SNMP No Fish Trap Zone”
For some time we are observing worrying trends in the Saba National Marine Park,
which could have a large impact on the near-shore fisheries around the island and
our dive tourism industry.
During the 2010 Saba Bank expedition, the participating scientists noted an
increased catch effort for Caribbean spiny lobster (Panulirus argus) and a drastic
decline in Red Hind (Epinephelus guttatus) populations. Erik Meesters, who was
one of the first scientists to dive on the Bank back in 1996 when he made the first
report on the Saba Bank for the Netherlands Antilles government, confirmed this,
“When I was diving on the Bank in 1996, the first thing that struck me was the large
number of fishes everywhere. I don’t see those anymore.”
Saba’s reefs are renowned worldwide as some of the healthiest, sustaining a thriving
dive industry and a sustainable, small-scale subsistence and recreational fisheries,
because of the responsible harvesting of these resources by locals for more than a
hundred years.
However, recently there has been a shift in catch efforts from the Saba Bank to
the reefs around the island: Commercial fishermen are setting more and more fish
traps within the boundaries of the marine park, targeting these traditionally lesserexploited reefs and scuba divers now often report fish traps close to the mooring
buoys. This could set a dangerous precedence and urgent measures are required to
prevent the overexploitation of the reefs around Saba.
It is anticipated that the issue will be exacerbated by the threat of the invasive
lionfish, multiplying exponentially without any natural predators in the Caribbean,
consuming immense amounts of crustaceans and fish/larvae, as in case of the
Bahamas where lionfish decimated juvenile fish stocks on reefs by 80% within
months of their introduction.
Saba No-Fish-Trap Zones
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Based on the above, it would be a very timely intervention to introduce no-fish-trapzones around Saba. There are 3 options outlined below:
1. A one-kilometer no-fish-trap zone surrounding the island of Saba: This zone
would cover the entire marine park including important reefs, but exclude
the pinnacles and Shark Shoal. In this scenario, a 200-meter no-fish-trap zone
around the pinnacles is suggested.
2. A one-mile no-fish-trap zone surrounding the island of Saba: This zone would
also include some of the deep redfish habitats, but not cover the entire reef
area of the pinnacles. There is need to also protect the redfish fisheries which
also shows signs of overfishing (Toller and Lundvall 2008), particularly in
view of the lionfish threat. In this scenario, a ¼-mile no-fish-trap zone around
the pinnacles is recommended.
3. A two-mile no-fish-trap zone surrounding the island of Saba: This zone would
include the entire Saba National Marine Park including the pinnacles, as well
as a larger number of redfish fishing grounds.
From a conservation point of view, scenario number 3 is the ideal option, also
introducing first management measures for the highly targeted red snapper (Lutjanus
campechanus). This option covers the entire marine park, including the pinnacles
and provides sufficient buffer area, although there is little trap fishing beyond the
1-mile zone, because of the steep bathymetry around Saba (see attachment). This
option is the simplest to implement and enforce, since it avoids confusion caused
by a complex zonation system, having to measure distances from spatial features,
requiring GPS handling or GIS expertise, which is difficult to utilize in the field.

Red Snapper

The introduction of no-fish-trap zones should be the first step in the establishment
of a fisheries management plan for the island and the Saba Bank. A number of
measures to limit the impact of fisheries on the Saba Bank can already be found
in the Saba Bank Special Marine Area Management Plan 2008 (attachment
14). Sustainable management of the fishery is urgently needed, and protective
management measures as suggested by Lundvall (2008) should be considered.
A Board approved letter outlining this issue was sent to the Executive Council on
June 6th for deliberation.
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6.3 Honey Bee Crisis
Bees can be considered a barometer of the health of the world. Bees fly millions
of miles to keep the earth in bloom and have provided humans with honey, wax
and pollination for our food for over 10,000 years. Our most important crops,
fruits, nuts, seeds and many vegetables are the mainstay of the global economy and
provide the basics of a healthy human diet. Looking at it from another perspective:
about a third of human food requires pollination and plants simply cannot grow
without it.
During the winter of 2006-2007, beekeepers around the world began to report
unusually high losses of 30-90 percent of their hives. As many as 50 percent of all
affected colonies demonstrated symptoms inconsistent with any known causes of
honeybee death: sudden loss of a colony’s worker bee population with very few
dead bees found near the colony. The queen and brood (young) remained, and
the colonies had relatively abundant honey and pollen reserves. But hives cannot
sustain themselves without worker bees and would eventually die. This combination
of events resulting in the loss of a bee colony has been called Colony Collapse
Disorder (CCD).
Researchers have studied CCD since it was identified in 2006. They are now
uncovering answers to this problem. A combination of factors contribute to CCD,
including increased losses due to the invasive varroa or “vampire” mite (a pest of
honeybees); pesticide exposure, environmental and nutritional stresses, new or reemerging pathogens and a virus that targets the bees’ immune system.
The SCF has been delegated to control
bees on Saba and, understanding the
immense importance of bees even on
Saba, although they are not native to
the Caribbean, has recently started
to keep bees instead of eliminating
them when called to remove swarms
from private premises or public trails.
Since 2009 there were increasing
reports of stray bee swarms, hikers
and trail cleaners being stung and
in response approximately 10 hives
were removed. For that purpose a
professional bee suit was purchased
and the SCF staff conducted a lot
of research on proper bee handling
practices.
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On June 10th, the SCF staff
successfully captured a bee swarm
near Tropics Café in Windwardside
and subsequently constructed of
a simple beehive with the help of
volunteer Koki, intern Molly and other
well wishers, tools and materials
sponsored by Juliana’s Hotel.

Bee Swarm Relocation

The bees have not been confirmed as being of the aggressive Africanized “killer” bee
species and are actually easy to approach without any harm being done to humans.
Since relocation to a safe, isolated place, they started to build their honeycombs
and there might be the possibility to extract honey from the hive in about 6 months,
when the colony has grown strong enough.
It is intended to continue trapping and relocating potentially dangerous stray bee
swarms or hives instead of eliminating them whenever possible.

Bee Hive Building at Tropics Café

6.4 DCNA Monitoring Workshop
From June 13th to 16th, the parks manager participated in DCNA Biodiversity
Monitoring Workshop, with primary goal to discuss and agree to appropriate
regional monitoring protocols and plan for their implementation. This was to
be accomplished by dividing into two expert working groups - the first covering
terrestrial and bird monitoring topics and the second covering marine monitoring
topics, with two days for each group.
A secondary goal of the workshop was to discuss the biodiversity monitoring and
information database that is currently being developed by IMARES (a Dutch research
institute).
Further details about the workshop can be found in appendix 15.
6.5 Broadreach
The annual visits by the land- and sea based college education organization
Broadreach, began on June 10th with an orientation by the SCF for all captains and
dive instructors in the media room, covering all Marine Park rules and regulations
and things of special interest, including latest updates on the lionfish. Separate
orientations were held with the leaders of the Ecolodge based College Marine
Reserves program. Tom van’t Hof and Sue Hurrell gave four presentations to all
Broadreach students on the establishment of marine reserves, formation, mission
and objectives of the SCF.
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The first of the actual Broadreach yachts arrived in June and community service
began with projects on Crispeen Track, Buds Mountain, Paris Hill and behind the
Trail Shop. A concerted effort took place at Spring Bay, with two cleanups on July
21st and 26th involving both Broadreach programs, which yielded approximately 50
bags (800lbs) of debris and much data on the types of mostly plastic debris found.
As an example, 900 plastic drinking water bottles and 469 separate drinking water
bottle caps were picked up.
Although there a fixed rules in place for the use of the moorings within the SNMP,
there still have been conflicts between Caribbean Explorer and Broadreach vessels
over the use of the dive sites. The parks manager attempted to mediate the issue
and offered assistance. Apparently the biggest problem is lack of communication.
Caribbean Explorer is willing to compromise and they suggest that VHF radios
are being set on dual watch for channel 16 and 72. They request communication
before hand about Broadreach’s dive plans and they agreed to adjust their schedule
accordingly. Mots Mueller of Broadreach responded that he will ask all the boats
to ‘dual watch’ and monitor channel 16 (in addition to 72) (to be added to the staff
manual too for next year). If their time in Saba happens to correspond with the
Caribbean Explorer again, they’ll do their best to call Caribbean Explorer as soon as
they arrive and plan the dives as best they can to stay out of their way.
6.6 After School Programs
Jr. Sea Scouts and Jr. Rangers after school programs concluded in June. This year
proved a little more difficult as the construction at the Fort Bay precluded any in
water activities for most of 2011.
As a result more emphasis was placed on terrestrial activities and the majority of the
SCF trail network was explored. The last month of activities was concentrated at the
Trail Shop utilizing some of the newly created space there to learn knot tying and
translate that into macramé projects. Also all groups embarked on a model boatbuilding project where for the first two weeks all the sanding and construction took
place in the work area behind the Trail Shop. After that the groups moved to the
harbor to put together the very well finished boats and finally to sail them. The boats
were then used on different occasions including the SSS Regatta detailed next.
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Junior Ranger Boat Building with Rob Hurrell

6.7 SSS Regatta
Seven yachts taking part in the SSS (Sint Maarten, Saba, Statia) Offshore Regatta
arrived in Saba on June 24th for an overnight stay. The SCF facilitated the regatta by
providing free moorings, assistance and guidance for the arriving vessels. The yachts
docked on the big pier and treated members of SCF’s Junior Rangers program to
yacht orientations and sailing instructions. All got to tour the Committee Boat and
see the different deck levels and how yacht races are started (including use of the air
horn!). The Junior Rangers then treated the regatta sailors to a display of model boat
sailing, using the boats they built during the SCF After School Program and they also
got to use radio controlled model yachts.

SSS Regatta Participants arrive in Fort Bay

6.8 School Presentations
In school programs (27 June – 1st July) concluded for this semester with the final
presentation on Sue Hurrell’s trip to Galapagos and Easter Island. The final program
had the children recognize how many of the creatures can be spotted on Saba in
order to understand how special Saba is.
As an extra inclusion, a special update on the Lionfish and the first aid treatment, if
stung, was presented as summer is coming and more children will be in the water.
All children in the programs are familiar with this subject as all grades get to feed
the Lionfish on display in the SCF office after presentations conclude.

July
7.1 Child Focus Summer School
SCF once again participated in Summer School activities between July 4th and 21st,
providing almost daily hikes on Saba’s extensive trail network where the children
experienced nature hikes ranging from Paris Hill, Mount Scenery and Bud’s
Mountain to Sandy Cruz Trail. SCF also provided all participants with Boat trip’s
where all got thoroughly wet and enjoyed themselves.
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7.2 Shearwater Monitoring
Saba’s national bird, the Audubon’s Shearwater (Puffinus lherminieri), locally known
as Wedrigo, because of its distinctive call (where’d we go?), is an illusive seabird
only heard at night during the nesting season. Few Sabans have actually ever seen
a Wedrigo, because it spends most of its life at sea, feeding on small fish, squid and
crustaceans. As with the red-billed tropicbird, Saba is believed to host one of the
most important breeding colonies in the region and very little is known about the
species. The main nesting areas on Saba are located on Great Hill and the Deep
Gut on the sulfur mine property owned by the SCF. The recent transfer of part of the
property to the heirs of the former owner has raised concern in the bird conservation
society, based on the threat of likely development and habitat destruction in that
area.

Stray Shearwater in the Care of the SCF

As a result of the recent biodiversity monitoring workshop organized by the DCNA,
the Audubon’s Shearwater has been placed on the priority list for environmental
monitoring and research on Saba, besides red-billed tropicbirds, coral reefs, the elfin
forest, beach profiles, the Saban green iguana subspecies and orchids. At the last
workshop in Bonaire, Dr. Adrian Delnevo of Applied Ecological Solutions Inc., in
Kansas, US, announced that he would shift his research focus to the understudied
red-billed tropicbirds and Audubon’s Shearwater on Statia and Saba. Furthermore,
the DCNA is in the process of compiling species management plans for these
seabirds.
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The relatively slow maturing and long living (16 years) Audubon’s Shearwater has
been identified as a focal species in need of conservation due to population declines
and documented threats to breeding birds in Caribbean populations. Although they
are widespread and abundant in tropical waters of the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian
Oceans, smaller populations of Audubon’s Shearwaters are particularly at risk.
Shearwaters come ashore only to breed. The Caribbean subspecies (P. l. lherminieri)
of Audubon’s Shearwater breeds in islands throughout the Caribbean, the Bahamas
and formerly on Bermuda (where it is now considered extinct). At sea, Caribbean
subspecies birds range over Atlantic Ocean waters off the southeastern U.S. coast
and all the way up to Canada. About 3,000-5,000 pairs may nest in the Caribbean,
but precise estimates of distribution and population size are not available due to
lack of systematic surveys and difficulty in locating nests at the breeding grounds.

Introduced predators, such as rats and cats, pose one of the greatest threats to
shearwater populations on their nesting grounds.
Other threats that may be contributing to population declines include habitat
destruction and disturbance, human consumption of eggs and birds, overfishing
of fish prey eaten by shearwaters, accidental capture of birds in fishing gear, oil
contamination, and collisions with man-made structures at sea.
7.3 Saba Bird Monitoring Guide for iTunes
The first version of the electronic Saba Bird Guide for iTunes (which is a free
application for Macs and Windows PCs), describing 67 species was completed
on July 13th. As you may remember, I compiled a playlist of bird songs for the
iPhone, including photos and descriptions, which works just fine, without having to
download or purchase an app.
However, the compilation of course works for all iPods and other iTunes compatible
devices as well. Hence, it is intended to burn the compilation on CDs, including
instructions how to import it to any supported device, maybe some additional
photos, videos et cetera. Inquiries about the copyrights are being made.
Kai Wulf: “I still have my Rimage 2001 CD/DVD production studio in St. Lucia,
as well as a professional slide scanner, thousands of blank, printable CDs of best
quality and jewel cases, which I would like to ship to Saba for that purpose. I don’t
know of anybody who doesn’t have an iPod, so we would be interested in producing
electronic bird guides for all the other Dutch Caribbean islands as well.” Attached
are some iTunes screen shots of the various information users can access.
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7.4 Saba Executive Council Members inspect National Marine Park
To get a first hand view and understand the complex issues affecting the marine
environment, the SCF was asked to set up a regular dive schedule with members
of the Executive Council. One of the objectives is to dive and assess the important
underwater habitats around the island. Commissioner Chris Johnson, with the
portfolio for the environment, accompanied by Island Secretary Menno van den
Velde, have not just been diving Saba’s famous dive sites, but also explored reefs
which are not usually visited. The most recent trip on July 14th, 2011, brought
the group to the reefs around Flat Point, close to the airport, where rough seas
are prevalent. The divers were amazed by the healthy state of the marine habitat,
abundant coral and fish life.

The second dive that day was conducted around Green Island, where there are
clear signs of good recovery of the Elkhorn coral (Acropora palmata), which suffered
tremendously throughout the Caribbean, especially in 2005 during a massive
bleaching event, caused by abnormally high water temperatures. The Elkhorn coral
has since been included on the IUCN Red List of critically endangered species.
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During the debriefing, the possible placement of a wreck, a decommissioned Dutch
navy vessel was deliberated, as well as sustainable fishing practices within the
National Marine Park. Commissioner Johnson asserted that he would continue the
regular dive inspections and discussions with the various stakeholders of the park.

7.5 Setup of Sab Bank Fish Catch Survey
Martin de Graaf, Researcher Fish and Fisheries of IMARES and Paul Hoetjes of RCN
visited Saba from July 20th to 23rd. Their objective was to setup mechanisms for
continuous fish catch effort surveys for the Saba Bank. Meetings in that regard were
held with Commissioner Johnson and the SCF Parks Manager.
A well-attended meeting was held on July 21st at the media room of the SCF in
Fort Bay. The fishermen voiced their concern over the decreasing catches and
unsustainable fishing practices. They are in favour of better enforcement and
control mechanisms (e.g. closed seasons for lobsters and Red Hind, biodegradable
trap doors etc.). Dr. de Graaf introduced himself and his study. He will be visiting
Saba regularly (his next trip is planned for October), to monitor the progress of the
surveys.

Proposed Saba Bank Patrol Vessel

7.6 Saba Bank Management Unit
The purpose of the visit by Mr. Hoetjes and Dr. de Graaf was also to discuss the
logistics and budget for the envisioned Saba Bank Management Unit, which is
supposed to start operations in October. Funds allocated by the Dutch government
for the year 2010, besides the purchase of a vessel, is € 40,000. A verbal sales
contract was entered between the RCN and Mr. Michelle Peterson for the purchase
of the 32’ Sabalo fishing vessel ‘Bite This” for the unit, in the amount of US$ 80,000.
The budget was revised, based on the input from the SCF Board (appendix 16).
The Island Government was requested to delegate an individual from the Harbour
Office to be part of the Saba Bank Management Unit, but a captain for the vessel
still needs to be found. A preliminary interview was held with Mr. Justin Yu for the
position of data collector and deck hand of the unit and fisherman Pouchie Pouchie
Dozelin showed interest in being considered captain of the patrol vessel.
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8. List of Acronyms
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AIS

Automatic Identification System

CARMABI

Caribbean Research & Management of Biodiversity

CCD

Colony Collapse Disorder

DCNA

Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance

EL&I

Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture & Innovation

GIS

Geographic Information System

GPS

Global Positioning System

IUCN

International Union for Conservation of Nature

IVN

Dutch Association for Environmental Education

IMARES

Institute for Marine Resources and Ecosystem Studies

MoD

(Dutch) Ministry of Defense

MoU

Memorandum of Understanding

NFWF

National Fish and Wildlife Foundation

PSSA

Particular Sensitive Sea Area

R&D

Research and Development

RAC

Regional Activity Center

REMPEITC-Carib

Regional Marine Pollution Emergency Information and Training
Center for the Wider Caribbean

RCN

Rijksdienst Caribisch Nederland

ROV

Remote Operated Vehicle

SCF

Saba Conservation Foundation

SCS

Saba Comprehensive School

SHS

Sacred Heart Primary School

SFPCA

Saba Foundation for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals

SNMP

Saba National Marine Park

